
 
Day 9:  Friday, 18 June 2004 

 
FOCK 3:  Vernal Follies and Vivid Views 
 

So, anyway, feeling just a little betrayed and bitter, but mostly still very happy to be 
there, I began the long and ordinary walk back to Mirror Lake.  From the “correct” side, the 
view was definitely impressive, though the lake wasn’t really that great a mirror.  It is said that 
the reflection is at its best in spring, when melting snows swell the creek. 

All of Yosemite Valley is made up of silt deposits.  It was all underwater long ago, after 
the glaciers did their carving and departed.  Sediment settled to the bottom of the lake (which 
is what makes it sediment, isn’t it?) and as the water drained off, it was left behind as good, 
fertile silt.  Eventually, Tenaya Creek will silt up and Mirror Lake will become a meadow.  I 
didn’t have time to hang around for that. 

The sky had not cleared, but it did seem a little brighter.  The big chunk of prime 
afternoon time was pretty much used up.  Though it was not the hike I had sought, I still had 
walked at least six miles.  As I reached that junction with the mappish sign, I saw a hiker 
coming up from a previously unnoticed path.  From this angle, the path was in plain sight, but 
while walking the other direction, as I had before, it had escaped my vigilance.   

The hiker was an older gentleman, tall and healthy, with his white hair tied back in a 
long ponytail and a red-and-white bandanna that was rolled into a headband.  His light blue 
shirt was quite dark in spots, and he held his hiking stick as if he were walking his beloved dog.   

“’Scuse me, sir,” I began, “are you coming back from Vernal Falls?” 
He seemed tired, but not bothered by it, as if being totally tired had been the goal of his 

day.  “Yes,” he replied, then quickly corrected himself, “well, from Half Dome, really.”  He 
waited a half-a-second to see if I would be impressed.  When I didn’t offer any admiration for 
his feat, he added, “but Vernal’s that way.  It’s only about a mile.”  Then, in one last attempt to 
impress me with the extent of his own hike, he added dismissively, as if such a brief walk was 
well beneath him, “Not far at all, really.”  Suddenly, he reminded me of Elmo, the Canadian 
coot who had once reviled my canoeing cronies and myself for being ignorant and suicidal, just 
because we weren’t wearing watches. 

I was too busy doing quick time calculations – hike time vs. time till sunset photo ops, 
with drive-time factored in – to be upset about what a Hike Snob he was being:  Ohh, you’re 
only doing Vernal?  You wuss. 

His usefulness gone, I dismissed him with a, “Q,” and strode off down the path. 
“Q” is a great response.  It can mean “Than-Q,” which is how people often take it, and it 

can mean “Fah-Q,” which is how I often mean it.  With a sneer that looks like a smile, and a 
well-spoken “Q,” you can tool on just about anyone.  They’ll usually even say, “You’re 
welcome,” when they should be saying, “Up yours, too, you wanker!” 

The trail along the valley floor was a sidewalk again, and I began to think that this was 
going to be just another stroll.  Given my self-imposed time constraints, and my lack of nutritive 
intake on the day – those three PB half-samiches were all used up by now -- that seemed to be 
an OK thing.  It struck me as ironic that the Mist Trail had been the “missed trail.” 



But after a couple hundred yards, the flat field 
steered the walkway in among the trees and onto a 
significant incline.  It wasn’t a monster, but it did require a 
marked rise in knee lift.  Knowing, from the hard 
experience of a grad-school treadmill experiment gone 
bad, that any such increase in pitch would tax my cardio-
vascular system more, I became acutely aware of my 
elevated heart rate and heightened respiration.   

The trail rose a lot and fell a little, but kept gaining 
elevation.  There were a lot of other walkers on this paved 
and shady path, and, as always, I was passing most of 
them with alacrity.  [Ever notice that I seem to do a lot of 
things with alacrity, especially pass other people?  I guess 
I’m just and alactritous person.]   

After maybe ten minutes, the path emerged at The 
Bridge.  This was a designated pause-and-weigh-your-
options point.  The Bridge looked down to the right at 
Lower Vernal Falls, which I just hiked up next to, and up to the left at the Upper Vernal Falls.  
They didn’t look very far away, but they did look pretty high.   

The Lower Falls looked OK, just tumblin’ away 
over the rocks, but the Upper Falls were beckoning to 
me.  It had not been a tough climb so far, so it was 
easy to decide to go for the top.   

It was not, however, as easy to get to the top. 
Too much pre-hike walkin’ and way too little 

food and water had set me up with substantially less 
than a full tank of gas as I forged on past The Bridge.  
[I suppose the three or four Snake Doggies that I had 
swiggled down around laundry time probably would 
have to count more as anti-fluid than fluid.] 

 I have always been an Uphill Kinda Guy (UKG).  
In college, my elite middle-distance teammates would 
leave me in their dust and farts on level ground, but I 
would be stride-for-stride and looking for more when 
we did our Peter’s Hill workouts at Arnold Arboretum.   

At Algonquin, a two-mile long uphill portage 
was an excuse to throw the canoe on my head and 
power-walk to the top.   

Uphills meant shifting into Get It Done Mode (GIDM), and that has always been my 
approach to a task.  If the task requires a certain amount of effort, I’d rather do more work in a 
short time than less work over a longer time.  You can take your time with your job; I’ll be the 
guy sitting back with a cold one when you finally finish. 

So, I was not daunted by the second half of this ascent.   
After another couple hundred feet, I reached the bottom step.  Hmmm, steps instead of 

a sloping walkway.  Interesting.  Hewn from granite, the step was a block that was about a 
foot-and-a-half high, about three feet deep, and four feet wide.  It was one damn heavy piece 
of rock.  Getting it up there and in place must have been ass-busting work. 

And it was the first of SIX HUNDRED. 



Yes, six-freaking-hundred granite-block steps, all jammed along and into the side slope 
of this tall, steep canyon that the Upper Falls gushed through.  With the exception of the first 
few steps, heavy machinery could not have done the job of placing these stones.  Cables, 
pulleys, jackasses, and lots of muscle teamed up to put this trail together. 

With Luckless in the lead, I started confidently upward.  Eleven steps.  Forty-seven.  
Sixty-three.  Ninety.  I had started with the bravado born of a UKG background, and lifted 
myself powerfully up onto each block.  I wasn’t racing, but I wasn’t pacing either.  By about the 
211th step, I was feeling a bit winded, and my quads were feeling a tad tired.  I feigned an 
appreciate-the-view stop and discreetly caught my breath.  The people that I had just passed 
passed me back.  I imagined a snicker in their step.   

I resumed my climb, but 
with growing respect for the 
mountain.  This wasn’t Peter’s 
Hill and I wasn’t a twenty-year-
old track dude anymore.  We 
were close to a mile above sea 
level too, so my short breath 
was no figment.   

Does anything besides 
the imagination have figments?  
Aside from that silly animated 
character at Epcot, I have 
never heard the word used in 
any other context.  Actually, 
from its Merri-Web definition – 
“something made up or 
contrived” – where else could a 
figment be from but the 
imagination.  We should all just 
be saying, “Oh, that’s just a 
figment,” and leave it at that.   

Well, that line of 
thought ran dry after only a few 
more steps, and I began to 
remember my situation.  I was 
clearly slowing.  My pace had 
become more deliberate.  
Spring was gone from my step.  
Not sure where it went, but it 
was gone.  I tried a few times 
to kick my ass into GIDM, and it 

worked for a couple dozen steps, but that breathing thing would keep tapping me on the 
shoulder and saying, “excuse me, you suck.”  And suck as I might, I still wasn’t getting the 
lungful that I needed. 

The name “Mist Trail” never really registered like it should have.  This was not named 
after Michael Mist.  Or Marvin Mist.  Or even Mephisto Mist.  (Though all three would be 
deserving.)  It was called the Mist Trail because the mist that rises up from the splashing water 



drifts across the trail, starting at around the 300th step.  It gets you wet.  In fact, it gets you 
very wet.  The grass here was lushly green and the rocks look black and shiny in the sunlight.   

Sunlight??  When did the sun come back out?  When did those clouds all go away? 
This was now a very weird feeling:  being soaked by the cool spray from the falls, 

getting heated up by the sun, sweating my ass off from the exertion, seeing rainbows in the air 
all around me, and having a bloated bitch of a time hefting my senescent carcass up these 
freaking stairs. 

Under the pretense of “photo stops,” I paused with increasing frequency to catch some 
breath and wait for my Krebs cycle to replenish the ATP in my muscle cells.  But I think Krebs 
had gone on vacation with the humidity, because I might as well have been waiting for my 
menstrual cycle for all the energy I was getting. 

After a few of those, I gave up pretending and just sat my sorry ass on a big rock next 
to the still-steepening trail.   

You know how when the gas tank gets really, really low, and you’re not out of gas yet, 
but the only gas that you have left is full of floaters and chunkies and gunkoes that have settled 
to the bottom of the tank over the years?  Well, your engine sputters and coughs, then goes OK 
for a little while, then another gunko sends it gagging again?  That’s what I was like. 

I looked over my shoulder and let my gaze follow what remained.  The Falls seemed 
almost close enough to throw a stone into, but the goddamn trail looped way wide to the right 
– I mean, waaaaaay wide – and rose another 150 feet or so to a steel-railed walkway across 
slippery and sloping rock.  Well, I sneered, that part of the trail couldn’t have been very hard to 
build.  All of that just to stand on top of the falls and look down. 

I looked at the people standing up there and found that I did not envy them.  Their view 
could not have been a hell of a lot better than my own.  There would be no great boasts made 
about, “I made it to the top of Vernal Falls!”  People would not “oooh” and “ahhh” about that 
accomplishment.  Certainly, Elmo II wouldn’t give a squirrel turd.  Besides, the return of old Sol 
meant that there would be time to grab some sparkling, scenic, classic Yosemite photos from 
some key spots, if I sallied thither posthaste. 

My eyes walked the trail a second time.  Then they looked at my legs, as if expecting 
input.  Enough deliberation; the verdict was due. 

“Fukkit,” I said aloud, “I’m outa here.”  I just did not want it enough.  Without shame, I 
stood and began the descent. 

But, after only about a dozen steps, I was halted in my tracks.   
A young Asian girl – no more than five years old – was tackling this climb with cheerful 

eagerness.  Only about three feet tall herself, she was using both hands to hoist herself up step 
after step.  She was laughing and having the time of her life.  Her parents, almost as fresh, 
followed close behind, looking quite amused. 

You HAVE to be kidding me, my mind said. 
I looked back up the trail again.  A group of three junior high girls was walking down.  

Junior high girls.  Girls made it to the top.  And I was quitting.  Me – Mr. King of the Hill – was 
bagging it like the week’s groceries. 

Fuck that foonbag nonsense. 
I gripped Luckless with resolve and summited with a purposeful stride.  And I took WAY 

too much joy in passing the little Asian girl. 
When I got up there, finally, and looked down at the View From Above, two words leapt 

to mind:  So what? 



The view was not spectacular, especially for a place like Yosemite.  It was a better shot 
looking up at the falls that it was looking down from 
on high.  Put this scene in northern Rhode Island 
and you’d have a winner, but here it was merely 
“ehh.” 

But at least I can point to the little people 
standing on top of Upper Vernal Falls in that large 
photo and say, “I was there.”  That photo makes it 
look like the falls were the highest thing around, but 
they weren’t.  The trail continued for a long way, up 
another long climb to Nevada Falls, and then a very 
long hike all the way up to Half Dome.  Elmo, you 
beast, you! 

So, as I stood there watching a million 
gallons of water plummet into the valley, I suddenly 
craved the comfort of the Mobe.  That soft leather 
captain’s chair would feel really, really good about 
now. 

And, yes, there were photos out there 
waiting to be captured.  The sun had given me 
photo-vation, and my hunger for those prized pix 
was keening. 

The descent went MUCH faster, though the wet rocks did require cautious stepping.  
The bottom part was just plain fleet though.  I passed people like they were moving backwards.  
Gravity was my friend again, kinda like that sufferin’ bastard biker, but to a lesser degree. 

Back in Moby, I did a quick switch into clean and dry clothes and zoomed off into action.  
Following the misguided notion that the best photo spots were well to the west, rushed off in 

that direction. 
I had my park map on the 

clipboard, and was racing the sun 
to those chosen overlooks.  Valley 
View was first.  Surely with a 
name like that, it had to be grand.  
And it was pretty damn nice.  
Bridal Veil Fall was in the distant 
center, with the Merced River 
tumbling its way along towards 
you down the middle of the valley.  
If not for the Great Shot, I would 
have been very happy with this as 
a kickass Yoyo Scenery pic.  But 
you couldn’t see Half Dome, or El 
Capitan.  Hmm. 

The road rally continued 
west.  Fortunately, there was 

almost no traffic, and the roads at this point were straight enough to provide passing room if 
needed.  Inspiration Point was next.  That’s an inspiring name, so it must be what I’m after.  
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of how far I would have to go to find a station outside the park.  It looked like quite a few more 
miles to any kind of town. 
 Though my 33-gallon tank, even at a modest 14 MPG (yeah, I know, but that’s the 
trade-off for a plush bedroom on wheels), should be good for more than 450 miles, I try to 
avoid going more than 300 miles on a tank.  The reason?  Remember that analogy I used 
during the Vernal Falls hike about running low on gas?  Well, that happened on the Florida 
Turnpike last winter, when I was really low and trying to reach the next service plaza.  We were 
going along just fine and dandy when Moby suddenly started coughing and sputtering and 
choking and slowing waaaaaay down.  The “Check Engine” light went on, and it felt like the 
engine was breaking apart.   

It was on that long dark stretch between Fort Pierce and St. Cloud, where exits are 
scarce.  Traffic was moderate, so I pulled onto the shoulder and kept going the best I could.  I 
coaxed 15 MPH out of it, but anything above that was gag time.  The Yeehaw Junction was just 
a couple of miles ahead, so I hoped I could limp Moby in there and maybe buy him a new 
engine or something. 

It was slow and bumpy going, but it was progress.  But, then, things got worse:  we 
reached a construction zone.  Road repairs had narrowed the road to two travel lanes, with no 
breakdown lane and no shoulder, just two high-speed turnpike zoom lanes.  Not only couldn’t I 
zoom, but I also was taking creeping to a ludicrous level.  And, to make matters even worse, 
the roadwork zone was at a long, tall bridge.  If Moby topped out at 15 on level ground… 

We reached the first barrels and barriers, and I looked in my mirror.  There was a good 
gap.  I pulled out and began to climb.  Moby’s heart fought the extra incline with bucks and 
backfires.  We slowed to 10.  A few cars and a truck flashed by in the second lane.  They 
passed me like I was standing still, because I almost was.  That hill seemed so damn long.  I 
felt like I could have walked it this fast.  I few extra big sputters had me convinced that Moby 
was going to give up the ghost before we reached the top, and that I would be left with no 
choice but to back down, dead in the water, in neutral, with no power steering, into oncoming 
70 MPH traffic.  It was not an experience I was looking forward to, though I was sure it would 
be memorable, IF I survived it. 

My luck held, though, as the few cars that did come had plenty of room to get by.  We 
reached the top and I prayed for momentum.  If any zoomers came humming over that blind 
crest now, I’d be rammed.  At a cruelly slow rate, we gathered steam.  Once we reached our 
terminal velocity of about 18 MPH, I shifted to neutral and coasted.  I wished I had a Fred 
Flintstone flap in Moby’s floor so I could have dropped my feet and run the damn thing down 
the hill.   

Just as we were reaching the bottom, two 18-wheelers came roaring over the top and 
down, powering hard and side-by-side.  It looked like a rig race.  I’m sure they saw my flashers, 
but there was no way that they would expect me to be going that slowly.  Maybe 40, they 
might figure, but not 20.  The inside lane truck was starting to brake hard, and the outside one 
was gunning it to let him out, but neither was going to be in time.  I got to the last barrel just 
in time.  I practically hit it as I cut Moby hard to port and onto the shoulder.  The trucks roared 
by, compassionately blaring their “fuuuuuuuuuckyouuuuuuuu” horns in unison. 

Yeah, same to you, Rubber Ducky.  Like I was going 20 because I felt like it.  Up yours.  
I got enough problems of my own here, diesel breath. 

When I finally hobbled off the exit at Yeehaw and into a gas station, I was flummoxed 
about what to do.  Was the engine crapped out?  Had I blown a head gasket or something and 
lost all compression?   



One thing I knew for sure was that I was pretty low on gas, so I might as well get some 
of that, just for shits and grins.  When I got back in and turned Moby’s key, the engine fired 
right up without complaint.  I tentatively drove him down the roadway for a bit, and he was 
purring just fine.  With a shrug and a here-goes-nuthin, I got back on the turnpike and headed 
north, facing a 40-mile-long stretch with a whole lotta empty ground around it. 

Moby ran fine.  The fresh gas supply had done the trick, but from then on, I’d been very 
wary of low gas tank levels.  So, this was what gnawed at me as I headed for Yosemite’s 
eastern border.  I wasn’t afraid of running out of gas, as such, but I was worried about Moby 
getting those seizures again on a dark, winding, hilly road, miles and miles from any assistance.  
It was a legitimate concern. 

To my pleasant surprise, though, as I reached Crane Flat, where I would be making my 
only turn, there was a brown road sign that had three icons on it:  a big “P” to indicate a public 
parking area, a tent-shaped triangle for a nearby campground, and a gas pump!   This was 
good fortune indeed. 

But, to my disappointment, the gas station was closed.  Damn. 
It was closed, but not dark, though, so I drove in anyway.  There was not a soul in 

sight.  The squeegee bucket was still out next to the pump, though, so I figured I’d scour the 
many bug carcasses off the windshield before moving on. 

As I reached for the squeegee, I saw a sign on the pump:  “Pumps open for credit card 
sales only.”  Woo-hooo!  Who needs humans?!  Swipe my MasterCard, fill my tank, and be on 
my way!  Wicked cool! 

The non-wicked-cool part was the price:  a somber $2.669 per gallon for regular.  But, 
whaddyagonnado?  I had the demand, and they had the supply.  Oh well; my peace of mind 
was worth the extra bucks. 
 Tioga Road was even more of an adventure than I thought.  I knew it would be winding, 
and hilly, but what I didn’t expect was the depth of the darkness.  We were a long, long way 
from any lights, and no moon had made any appearance yet, so the darkness was thick.  This 
was especially interesting on the parts of the road that wound along the sides of hills.  My 
headlights would illuminate the pavement, and would cast a glow on the ground that rose 
upward right beside the road.  But on the down side of the road, there was nothing but 
blackness:  no shoulder, no rails, no rocks, and nothing to be seen beyond it.  There was no 
sign of fields or trees or anything.  It was just a black abyss.   
 You could tell on the straight stretches that there was a low shoulder that sat a couple 
of inches below the asphalt, but on those curves, you would swear that any swerve would send 
you tumbling right into the depths of hell. 
 We passed a sign indicating 8000’ of elevation.  Though I had stood at a higher spot 
(Sentinel Dome was 8122’), this was Moby’s highest point of the trip so far. 
 At a long and level stretch near Porcupine Flat, I pulled Moby onto the shoulder and got 
out to look at the stars.  They were incredible!  With such clean, dry air, and a wide field of 
vision, the sparkles were thicker and brighter than I have ever seen them.  The Milky Way was 
not just a faint smudge; it was white and distinct. The Big Dipper stood out like headlights.  
Well, distant headlights.   
 But I only stargazed (stargoze?) for a short time because it was freaking FREEZING out 
there!  Up here in the high Sierras, in the last week of spring, the temperatures were damn 
LOW.  At first, I thought it might have been about 50º, but after a couple of minutes, I was 
thinkin’ low 40’s or high 30’s.  My Key West frame of reference had dulled my estimation skills; 
when a cold front blows through Key West in June, it means that the temperature will drop 



maybe 6 degrees, so instead of being 79 at night, it’s 73 or so.  All my prior life, an ordinary 
cold front could mean a 30-degree fall from 65 to 35 in 24 hours or less.   
 But I knew my body hadn’t felt this temperature since I climbed out of Blue Man to 
water the lilies in Virginia on my move from Rochester to the Keys in April of ’01. 
 The heat was on “High,” with no apologies or excuses, as I continued up Tioga Road.  
With just a few miles left to the gate, there was a cluster of about a dozen cars parked at a trail 
head on the eastern end of Tuolumne Meadows.  I drove past, but would end up doubling back.  
With uncertain environs outside the park, this might be as good a spot as I was going to have 
available for a while.  The cars obviously belonged to overnight hikers who had left their 
vehicles there for who knows how many days, so they would make for good cover.  I’m sure 
they had some sort of pass prominently displayed, but I figured I’d be up and out before 
anyone who gave a shit would come by anyway.  I’d risk the ticket.  It was definitely late 
enough to call it a night, and I was definitely close enough to my goal (get outside YNP) that 
tomorrow’s plan would not be all snookied. 
 I pulled up on the shoulder, in the middle of a large gap between two other cars, closed 
my curtains, and settled in for the night.  I left a t-shirt on, pulled the sheet and blanket over 
me and attempted to sleep.   
 Yosemite had treated me well; it had entertained me and it had challenged me.  It had 
fed by scenic hunger, and it had reined in my ego.   
 I definitely hope there is a Next Time here.  Maybe “The Ultimate Hike” on my 50th 
birthday next year?   Hmmmmmm…. 
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